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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ANCHOR DISTILLING CO. & NIKKA JAPANESE WHISKY
INTRODUCE COFFEY MALT WHISKY TO THE U.S.
* A rare spirit produced from 100% malted barley distilled
in a continuous column still *
* Named for pioneer still designer Aeneas Coffey *
* Notes of cinnamon, clove, lemon and oak, making it ideal for
sipping neat or in a cocktail *

(SAN FRANCISCO, May 4, 2016) – Named for creator Aeneas Coffey, whose 1930s patented
continuous-still design changed distilling, the two Coffey stills at Nikka Whisky Company’s Miyagikyo
distillery in Sendai, Japan, were imported from Scotland in the 1960s and are the masterful instruments
behind Nikka and U.S. importer Anchor Distilling Company newest entry into the Japanese whisky
market in the U.S.: Nikka Coffey Malt Whisky, which launches nationwide this month, joining the
beloved Coffey Grain Whisky, which arrived in the U.S. in 2013.
Distilled from 100% malted barley through a Coffey still, which is rarely done given the complexity and
skill required, Nikka Coffey Malt Whisky boasts notes of cinnamon, clove, lemon and rich oak, making
it ideal for sipping neat or as the base spirit in a cocktail. The Coffey stills contribute the unique depth
and flavor of the distillate, not found in modern column stills of today. Miyagikyo received the first
Coffey still in 1963 and the second in 1966.

“This latest release to the U.S. market is just another example of the skill and finesse the Nikka distilling
team puts into every whisky they produce,” says Dennis Carr, president of Anchor Distilling Company.
“We couldn’t be more excited to share this incredible malt whisky with the country’s most discerning
bartenders and consumers.”
Tasting Notes: Nikka Coffey Malt (45% ABV, $74.99 SRP)
Nose: Notes of rich spices and candied citrus.
Palate: Robust dense texture with notes of cinnamon, clove and lemon.
Finish: A long finish with a blend of rich oak, tobacco and mild chocolate
Equally adept as a neat serve as in a cocktail, Nikka Coffey Malt serves as a flavorful base spirit in an
Old Fashioned:
Nikka Coffey Malt Old Fashioned
2.5 oz Nikka Coffey Malt
0.5 oz Demerara Syrup
4 dashes Abbott's bitters
Lemon peel for garnish
In an old-fashioned glass, muddle lemon peel with bitters and demerara syrup – just enough to
bruise the peel and release its oils. Add Nikka Coffey Malt and ice; stir for 20 to 30 seconds, or
until well chilled.
For more information on Nikka or distribution, visit AnchorDistilling.com or email info@anchorsf.com.
###
About Anchor Distilling Company
Named the 2015 Icons of Whisky Importer of the Year by Whisky Magazine, Anchor Distilling Company aims to
provide the bridge between discerning buyers and world's finest spirits. A privately owned San Francisco based
distiller and importer, Anchor boasts a portfolio with over 300 premium niche spirits from nearly 23 countries.
Our products are from multi-generational family-owned companies, and are sought by enthusiasts and
connoisseurs for their superior hand-crafted artisanal qualities. In addition to being an importer, Anchor Distilling
is dedicated to creating very small batches of traditionally distilled spirits. www.anchordistilling.com

